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LU-R1 Reimagined: Program
to be restructured and renamed
Rose Nelson
Staff Writer

______________________

Sophomore Molly Hopkins and seniors Emily McLane and Shannon Strombom make paper cranes on the MLK Day of Service.
Photo by Abedin Rafique

“Day of Service speaks volumes:” Over
200 students volunteer on MLK Day
Brenna Ori
Staff Writer

_______________________

On Monday, Jan. 20 students
participated in a range of volunteer activities for Lawrence
University’s Day of Service in
honor of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day.
There was a wide range of
volunteer activities offered this
year, with both on-campus and
off-campus options.
On-campus volunteering is a
relatively new development for
the Day of Service, added just last
year. This year, the on-campus
portion was expanded to include

six different clubs: Glamour
Gals, American Medical Students
Association (AMSA), Sustainable
Lawrence University Gardens
(SLUG), Magpie and Printmaking
Club, National Alliance of Mental
Illness and WhoKnits. Along with
this expansion, a new addition
was made to the on-campus volunteering, which allowed the
on-campus volunteers to rotate
between clubs.
This was the first year AMSA
participated in the Day of Service.
“This was a big volunteer opportunity for us and we were eager
to be a part of it,” junior and president of AMSA Sarah Gunby said.
AMSA had volunteers make paper
cranes, paper snowflakes and

cards for the admitted patients at
Appleton’s St. Elizabeth Hospital.
Many on-campus groups also
used this volunteer time to recruit
more students to their groups.
“This is a good opportunity to do
a variety of activities and get more
people helping out and informed,”
Gunby said.
The off-campus opportunities were numerous and included:
Bethesda Thrift Shop, Boys and
Girls Club, CHAPS Academy, the
Fox Valley Humane Associaton,
the Fox Valley Warming Shelter,
Hearthstone Historic House
Museum and Riverview Gardens.
At the Boys and Girls Club,

ers is one of the most important
things that we have to do.”
“My group was really focusing on truth and how that can
affect our beliefs,” said junior
Brienne Colston.
Colston also said her group
had an excellent, non-judgmental
conversation about religion.
Junior Vincent Tran’s group
discussed topics such as religious
beliefs, spirituality, religion, science, and discrimination and how
it affects the Lawrence community. Tran admitted that these topics
are sensitive and people usually
tend to shy away from them, but
he said, “In the discussion, people
were very open to new ideas and
listening to other people.”
Sophomore Jaime Gonzalez
agreed that the discussion was
helpful for practicing listening to other people’s perspectives. Moreover, working for the

VCSC, Gonzalez believes this is a
great opportunity for people to
get involved with volunteer work
after the discussion.
Sophomores Sarah Bonoff
and Abigail LaBrant, who both
work at the VCSC, believe that this
discussion occurred in “an open,
safe environment where students,
staff and faculty can feel comfortable expressing their beliefs and
we can work towards understanding and respect on campus.”
According to Bonoff and
LaBrant, the success of last
year’s book discussion is one
reason to continue the tradition.
Bonoff said, “President Burstein
also mentioned in his convocation address that many religious
students don’t feel comfortable
or feel discriminated against on
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The popular LU-R1 Research
Program is now being restructured into the Summer Science
Research Program. The new version of the program will not only
include off-campus opportunities,
like LU-R1, but will also incorporate on-campus research opportunities. In the long run, the hope
is that the changes will increase
Lawrence’s summer research
offerings.
The faculty member acting as coordinator in the effort
to bring on-campus and off-campus summer research under the
same umbrella is Bart DeStasio,
professor of biology and Dennis
and Charlot Nelson Singleton
Professor of Biological Sciences.
To accomplish this integration,
coordination between student,
mentor, advisor and the Office of
Career Services is being increased.
One important goal of this coordination is to increase student
awareness of these opportunities.
The LU-R1 program arose in
2010 from funding provided by
the estates of Maurine Mueller
and Henry Kimberly, Jr. The funds
were set up so that no interest
would accumulate and the money
would last four years. It was a
pilot program, and to date it has
provided stipends and travel
allowances for 76 students. These
students traveled to perform scientific research in a variety of
large research institutions with
host mentors who were often
Lawrence alumni or friends of

Lawrence.
R1 (Research-1 University)
was the level assigned to the largest research universities under
the Carnegie Classification of
Institutions of Higher Education.
As of 2005, this categorization
system is no longer in use but
the idea of an R1 institution was
still recognizable enough that the
program was called LU-R1 to signify the connection being made
between Lawrence and the largest research universities in the
country.
Prior to the LU-R1 program,
most summer research was confined to the Lawrence University
campus. This made the opportunity LU-R1 presented to students
invaluable.
Program participant and
senior Emily Hoylman said regarding her experience, “The LU-R1
program gave me invaluable experience in how a graduate-level
laboratory functions, which is a
key component for anyone looking at a research-based career in
the sciences to understand.”
However, the LU-R1 mentors’
connection to the program was
not as strong as some would have
preferred, and the amount of control in the hands of the students
was greatly reduced. Because of
this, the relationships between
Lawrence undergraduates and
their mentors were not thoroughly fostered.
With these problems in
mind, plans are now being made
to include learning agreements
between students and mentors.
The agreements will be written

See page 2

LU hosts book discussion, ceremony in honor of MLK
Xue Yan

Staff Writer

_______________________

On Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day, the Volunteer and
Community Service Center (VCSC)
sponsored a discussion of the
book “This I Believe,” a collection
of personal essays on the topic
of beliefs edited by Jay Allison,
Dan Gediman, John Gregory and
Viki Merrick. Students, faculty and
staff talked about religious divides
on campus, among other topics.
Later, a celebration in honor of
Martin Luther King, Jr. was held in
Memorial Chapel.
Sophomore Emma Micinski
enjoyed the discussion. She said,
“Hearing someone else’s ideas
can really influence your own and
bring about your own ideas.” She
believes that “learning from oth-
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Students, faculty and staff discuss the book “This I Believe” on MLK Day.
Photo by Abedin Rafique
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Students diversify arts at LU: Malina and Masupha found Slam Poetry Club
Danny Davis
Staff Writer

_______________________

This
winter,
Lawrence
University sophomores Mary
Malina and Tierra Masupha
founded Lawrence University’s
first Slam Poetry Club. The club,
which is open to all students, is
a student-run organization that
celebrates the art of slam poetry.
Unlike conventional poetry, slam
poetry does not place a particularly high premium on meter
or rhyme schemes, but rather
encourages the speaker to build
the structure of the poem around
his or her emotions.
Students performed a variety

Book discussion
continued from page 1

campus.”
Bonoff continued, “The
book discussion offers a chance
to better understand the people
we interact with all the time, but
maybe do not know so much
about.” She hopes the discussion
can open a doorway for students
to feel comfortable expressing
their beliefs on campus and will

LU-R1

continued from page 1
and signed before the summer
research session begins. This will
allow both parties to agree to what
will occur during the research session. It is the hope of the planners
that this will engender a more
fruitful and comfortable working
environment for all involved.

of pieces on Friday, Jan. 17, and
their poems varied in both structure and content. Some performers rapped without beats, instead
using their own words for rhythm,
while others delivered startling
prose that carried its weight in
emotionally intense, lyrical content.
Sophomore Elkin Garcia, who
performed an original piece that
night, remarked about the cultural
aspects of slam poetry that make
it unique. “I’m part of a poetry
program in New York, where I’m
from, so I’m glad that this started
up. I’m excited because at first
it starts out as strangers coming together to share their emotions, but it becomes a family. It
becomes a bond that’s stronger

than poetry.”
The experience level of the
performers varied. Some aspiring poets struggled to recite their
poems off of tiny iPhone screens
while others effortlessly recited
memorized lines, but each performer on Friday told a unique
story that resonated with the
audience. Every poet was received
with laughter, cheers and even
shouts upon delivering the strongest lines of their pieces, which
covered topics that varied from
sexual liasons to unsolved human
rights abuses.
The intimate, energetic environment created was due in part
to founders Malina and Masupha’s
emphasis on the club being a ‘safe
space,’ an environment free of

help Lawrence to become a welcoming and accepting community.
The MLK Day Celebration
was held in the evening in the
chapel. The keynote speaker was
Margaret Rozga, who is a poet,
playwright and Professor Emerita
of English at UW-Waukesha.
Rozga gave a speech titled “Dr.
King’s Non-Violence, Today’s NonViolence”.
Rozga said that at the heart
of Dr. King’s vision is an inclu-

sive society where the dignity and
worth of all human beings are
respected and protected.
“Dr. King’s non-violence is
the key to achieve and sustain in
this inclusive society,” she said.
“His emphasis on peace and nonviolence is the way, the source
of power that enables us to say,
though he died [...] in Memphis in
1986, he lives.”

To apply, students should
get in contact with Professor
DeStasio. The process involves filing out a statement of interest
form regarding a project they are
interested in. Additionally, it is
beneficial for the student to contact a faculty member with whom
they are interested in working.
To get more information about
opportunities in all fields, there is
now a Moodle page dedicated to

this subject.
“We’re hoping this will move
forward to provide off-campus
study opportunities for many different areas of study, including
those beyond the sciences,” said
DeStasio. “We believe that experiencing a different environment
such as one at a research center
is important for a well-rounded
liberal arts education.”

judgment in regards to one’s sex,
gender, creed or color.
According to Malina, “We created this club because we wanted
students to have a space where
they feel confortable and they feel
like they can connect with other
poets.” Both she and Masupha
became interested in slam poetry
in high school, where they entered
Chicago’s ‘Louder than a Bomb’
slam poetry competition.
However, not everybody in
the club comes from an artistic
backgroung. In fact, many of the
students come from a variety of
educational interests. As Masupha
pointed out, there is not a correlation between the members’ interest in poetry and their majors.
“It’s really diverse. We have peo-

Volunteering

continued from page 1
four Lawrence organizations
coordinated activities with other
volunteers to teach to the children there. The Lawrence baseball
team ran sports activities, Melee
taught dance, Symphonia taught
music, and Art House made arts
and crafts. “It was really neat to see
our students teach and lead really
engaging activities,” Director of
Volunteer and Community Service
Programs Kristi Hill said.
The Day of Service tradition
began after it was decided that
students should have MLK Day
off of school. This was a campuswide decision that occurred some
years ago. According to Hill, the
student turnout for the volunteer
activities has only increased as the
years have passed.
This year, 370 Lawrentians
signed up to volunteer on Day of
Service. The exact number of students who actually volunteered
is yet to be determined, since an
estimated 130 students did not

ple from the sciences department,
the math department and education. It’s all over the place.”
Rather than students that
have certain academic focuses or
interests, Malina and Masupha
seek students who are willing
to “aspire, connect and express.”
This was consistent with the
club’s theme of diversity, a point
that both Malina and Masupha
emphazied at many points during
the interview.
The Slam Poetry Club meets
every Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Diversity Center in Memorial Hall,
across from the Viking Room.
Aspiring poets need only to write
their name down to be queued for
a performance.
show up while other students participated without registering prior
to the day.
During registration, off-campus volunteering was full. On the
Day of Service, however, there
were students who didn’t show
up. This caused some non-profits
to receive fewer volunteers than
expected.
Despite the students who
didn’t attend, the turnout this year,
according to Hill, was very good,
with more students volunteering
than were originally expected. Day
of Service was created to give both
students who do and don’t usually
volunteer the opportunity to do so
without the obstacles of classes or
a lack of transportation.
About half of Lawrence students volunteer at least once every
year. This is above the national
average, which is about one-third.
“Our students are incredibly interested in their friends,
neighbors and community,” Hill
said. “I think Day of Service speaks
volumes about our student body
and their concern for their community.”

Lunar New Year
Celebrations

Cultural Expo: 6:30 to 8 p.m.
Cultural Performances: 8 to 9 p.m.
•
•
•
•

Traditional Hmong dance
Lion dance
Korean “K-pop” dance
Interactive activities

Esch-Hurvis Room
Warch Campus Center
The event is free and open to the public

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1, 2014
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Our New Home
Kevin Specht
Columnist

____________________________________

B r a c e y o u r s e l v e s . Tr i v i a i s c o m i n g .

Dining in Dairyland
Fratellos: A Review
The warm, simple interior
of Fratellos was a lovely contrast
to the long, slushy walk from
Lawrence. Although it’s roughly
a twenty-minute walk from campus, it is definitely worthwhile
for a unique date or dinner with
friends.
The building that houses
Fratellos used to be the “Vulcan
Street Plant,” the world’s first
hydroelectric plant built according to Thomas Edison’s plans. It is,
like most buildings down by the
Fox River, a beautiful, tawny brick
building with enormous windows
that look directly over the river.
The bar and the restaurant are
in separate but closely connected
wings of the building. The restaurant half is split into two levels, with an outdoor patio area
for the summer. The otherwise
almost drab interior is brightened
by abstractly boat-shaped colored
glass lighting fixtures—I can’t call
them chandeliers—and wall art.
A pleasant surprise in this
reserved restaurant was the crayons provided on every table. Even
more of a surprise was our waiter

Corrections:
1/17/14

writing his name upside-down on
our paper table cover as an aid to
our apparently suspect memories.
My companions and I took our
time deciphering and selecting
from the extensive but confusing
menu. It has “table snacks,” appetizers, soups and salads followed
by separate sections for pasta
dishes, sandwiches, burgers, meat
dishes, comfort food, pizzas and
freshly caught fish. There is also,
unsurprisingly for a restaurant
with an attached bar, a long wine
and spirits list.
Our appetizers were, despite
the gaping chasm of cultural difference that lay between them,
both superb. The bruschetta
were a balance between pleasantly acidic tomato with balsamic
dressing and crisp buttery bread
with fresh mozzarella. The fried
cheese curds were deformed
white gobs of salty, fried heaven.
Then came our entrées,
unique on different shaped plates.
My wasabi salmon sandwich
on ciabatta bread was wonderful: creamy, but not overpoweringly rich, and filled with tender

Susannah
Miller
salmon. The “healthy side” for the
entrée consisted of slices of pear
with a sprinkle of salad greens and
some lavender honey. The pear
was far from ripe but surprisingly
refreshing. Although their pizza
flavors seem rather non-traditional, they are obviously handmade,
and the Pesto Chicken pizza my
friend ordered tasted rather delicious. Their Mac & Cheese is good,
and its high cheese content speaks
of Wisconsin patriotism. It does,
however, have a really nice hint of
garlic that I wasn’t expecting.
The desserts we ordered
were good, but nothing particularly inspired. The S’more Pot
de Créme was a thick chocolate
mousse-ish concoction with
appropriate marshmallow and
graham cracker decoration. The
Apple Crisp was tongue-searingly
hot and a bit oily, but otherwise
fruity and well-spiced.
I would definitely return to
Fratellos, especially for a family
dinner or end-of-term outing with
friends. It’s not cheap, but the food
is truly good and the wait staff is
kind and efficient.

--Annica Mandeltort’s name was misspelled in the caption for the
top left photo on page 1.

--Zoe Psarouthakis did not attend the semester-long Semester at
Sea program in the front page article; she attended SEA Semester.
Semester at Sea does not feature “research and assisting in ship
operation,” nor is it a “sailing intensive excursio.”

Do you happen to live on a
residential campus? Would you
like to know the secrets to designing an ideal residence hall for
such a campus? Hello, and welcome to Specht Pages, the true
and supreme voice of Lawrence
University. In this celebratory
32nd issue, we will lead the university to victory as it considers
building new residences. So sit
back, relax, and take all that is
written as unquestionable truth.
In last week’s edition of The
Lawrentian, Dean Truesdell commented that perhaps in the future,
Lawrence will need an additional
residence hall. The obvious question arises: What will this hall look
like? Never fear, Specht & Specht
Architects LLC has it all planned
out.
Interestingly, when Dean
Truesdell spoke about a new campus residence building, she said
that it would conform to what
the student body wants. However,
all of us at Specht Pages insist
that what the students want is
contrary to what will create a
thriving, inclusive and participatory community. While we want
things like our own bathrooms,
huge bedrooms and air conditioning, we know that those things
will only hurt the community as
a whole.
First off, this new building (which will be called Specht
Hall, in honor of award-winning
journalist and muckraker, Kevin
Specht) will be built where four
houses (207 Meade, 738 and 742
Boldt, and 739 Alton) currently
stand on the eastern edge of The
Quad. This building will be four
stories tall (plus basement).
The building will consist
mostly of doubles and quads. The
quads will basically be two doubles connected by a joining door,

spiral staircase or a fireman’s
pole. Maybe the quads would also
get a balcony. However, the rooms
will be modest in size (think a bit
smaller than Plantz and Trever
Halls’ rooms). The rationale
behind the smaller rooms is that
in a strong community, we want
people outside their rooms and
thus these rooms will by nature
tend to be more utilitarian. For
that reason, while we sacrifice the
niceness of our personal rooms,
the communal spaces will be much
more welcoming. The bedrooms
will, however, have good sound
insulation (to keep you from hearing your neighbor’s unmentionable activities) as well as large
windows and mini-fridges.
There will be an area for covered bicycle parking included in
the design of the building.
Each floor will have a lounge
complete with projector and
speakers (much like the classrooms). Additionally, each lounge
will have a different game, such
as pool, Foosball, ping pong and
Space Invaders.
Moreover, on the first floor,
there will a lounge akin to the
Great Room at Björklunden: spacious, with big fluffy couches,
wood floors, a fire place, a stocked
bookshelf, vaulted ceiling and no
movie projector. This room will
look out to the sprawling Quad.
This building will have air
conditioning (and all the people
rejoiced); however, the student
rooms will not. Only the communal rooms such as the Great
Room, the lounges, bathrooms,
kitchen, laundry room, basement
and lobby will have air conditioning. This, again, is to get people
to spend more time around each
other rather than in their rooms.
There will be many security
cameras around the building to
ward off any illegal or unwanted

See page 12

QUESTION
MARK

Due to the shortage of residential space on
campus, the students have lost amenities
such as floor lounges and residence hall computer labs. Are these facilities coming back
anytime soon? How is the university planning
to deal with this problem?

Providing
a
quality residential environment is a
high priority for Lawrence, and
improvements to the spaces
we provide is a matter of great
importance to Vice President
Truesdell and me. In the short
term, creating living spaces
in new areas of Colman Hall,
such as rooms in the recently
completed Landis Peabody
wing, as well as the conversion
of rooms on the first floor of
the East wing of that building

will help in meeting our need.
A committee chaired by Dr.
Nancy Wall and Vice President
Truesdell considered options
for additional housing this past
fall. This Committee of faculty, students and staff plans to
present their findings this winter with the hope we will have
projects to create additional
housing starting this summer.
One of the Committee’s proposals, with which I agree, was
to maintain the number of beds
we provide in formal group
and theme housing.

Got a question for President Burstein?
Send it to lawrentian@lawrence.edu

The opinions expressed in this section are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the editorial board. The
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Men’s basketball team stifles Grinnell at home
Reid Trier
Sports Editor

______________________

On Saturday, Jan. 19, Grinnell
College, a.k.a. “the circus,” entered
Alexander Gymnasium where they
looked to beat a Lawrence men’s
basketball team in the midst of
a four-game losing streak. The
Vikings, however, were the ones
who put on a show in front of a
full-capacity home crowd.
Pioneers head coach David
Arseneault has instituted a
‘Formula For Success’ for his basketball program. Basically, when
the Pioneers attempt 94 shots or
more, at least half being threepoint attempts; rebound at least
33% of their missed shots; their
opponent; and force 32 or more
turnovers, they win. They only
managed to meet two of these

five criteria on Saturday and were
dealt a 111-94 loss. Junior guard
Ryan Depouw added, “Grinnell
runs multiple defenders at the ball
to try and force turnovers, but we
felt that if we kept good spacing
on offense and were patient that
we would eventually be able to
break down their defense for easy
baskets.”
From the opening tip,
Lawrence imposed their physicality on a smaller Grinnell team. The
post defense was exceptional, as
Grinnell struggled to finish at the
rim. The Vikings jumped out to a
15-6 lead just five minutes into
the first half, with senior guard
Chris Siebert leading the charge
behind a pair of threes. Lawrence
consistently penetrated the
double teams, resulting in open
layups and three-point chances,
which Grinnell actually doesn’t
mind as long as they get the ball

back quickly. But regardless of
how fast the Pioneers got the ball
back, their shots were simply not
falling early on.
Lawrence expanded the lead
to 29-17 at the 10:26 mark before
Grinnell finally found their stroke.
Sharp shooters Jack Taylor (D-III’s
leading scorer at 36.5 points per
game) and Julian Marx hit backto-back threes while Lawrence
responded by making quick decisions, playing right into the hands
of their opponent. Grinnell managed to close the gap to 33-30
with 8:30 remaining, but rather
than calling a timeout, coach Joel
DePagter let the guys play.
His trust paid off. Sophomore
guard Jamie Nikitas took over on
the offensive end and a complete
team effort on both sides of the
floor opened up a 67-48 halftime
lead.
The second half continued

in a similar fashion, marked by
several highlight reel plays. Six
minutes into the half, senior forward Chase Nelson threw down
a powerful two-handed slam,
which brought even more life to
a packed house. But on this afternoon nothing could unseat senior
Brian Gryszkiewicz, who swatted
a corner three-point attempt from
Aaron Levin into the next area
code midway through the half.
Sounds a bit like a circus, eh?
With Alex Gym rocking, the
Vikings held a 29-point lead.
Junior Ryan Depouw commented on the atmosphere, stating, “I
thought we were able to feed off
of the energy the home crowd
provided for us, and hopefully
our performance can get people
to come back for future games
because it really is awesome to

senior Hannah Gabriel won the
200-yard freestyle with a time of
2:01.18. Junior Taylor Winter also
had a big day by winning the 500
freestyle in 5:23.91, while sophomore Haley Cardinal took first in
the 100 breaststroke, finishing in
1:10.17. Freshman Paige Witter
had a successful day, as well, and
showed lots of potential in winning the 100-yard butterfly in
1:01.68 and taking second in the
200-yard freestyle in 2:01.44, just
barely edged out of first by her
teammate Gabriel.
Lawrence also possessed several top finishers on the men’s
side. Senior Charlie Mann was
able to grab second in the 50-yard
freestyle in a time of 22.79. Junior
Stephen Salansky also took second in the 200 individual medley
in 2:16.37. Wilkie placed second
as well in the 200 freestyle with
a time of 1:57.76. The 200-yard
freestyle relay team consisting of
Wilkie, freshmen Christian Bell
and Josh Ladwig, and senior Pat
Vincent managed to take third
place in a time of 1:33.08.
After completing their last
home meet, the Vikings look forward to an intense week of prac-

tice before beginning to taper in
their training for the big Midwest
Conference meet. “We still have a
meet and a couple of hard practices left before Conference,” said
Wilke. “We’ll be doing our best to
stay focused and motivated. It’s
like ‘Finding Nemo,’ we just keep

on swimming.” The Vikings’ next
meet will be this Saturday, Jan. 25,
at the Wisconsin Private College
Championships, where they hope
to compete well one more time
before truly preparing for the
Midwest Conference meet.

See page 12

Swimmers set season-bests at Lawrence Triangular
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

______________________

The Viking swim team competed this past Saturday, Jan. 18 at
Lawrence’s own Boldt Natatorium
in a triangular meet against Lake
Forest and Carroll. Although both
the men and women’s teams lost
in total points to the Foresters
and the Pioneers, the Vikings
feel the meet went favorably, as
almost every single Viking either
matched or beat their best time
this season. Lake Forest won the
meet by defeating Lawrence and
Carroll in both the men’s and
women’s competitions.
It was an emotional weekend for the Vikings, as Saturday’s
meet was the final time the
seniors would be competing at
home. “A lot of the seniors were
really sad that this was the last
home meet,” recounts sophomore
Grant Wilkie. “They all wanted
to go out on a good note.” The
Vikings were definitely content
as many swimmers placed well
and many personal records were
broken. On the women’s side,

Jenny Angeli
Staff Writer

______________________

The indoor track and field
team headed off to UW-Oshkosh
on Saturday, Jan. 18 to begin their
season. For senior Brielle Bartes,
her season could not have started off much better, as she broke
the school record in the weight
throw. Last year, LU sophomore
Genna Matt established a new
school record of 38 feet, 4 inches. Saturday, Bartes threw to a
record 38 feet, 10.5 inches, breaking this record on her third of
six throws. This placed her sixth
overall for the day. Matt also had
an extraordinary performance
during the weight throw event
this past weekend. She placed seventh overall with a 38 feet, 32 inch
throw.
In the women’s 1-mile run,
Lawrence had three women fin-

See page 9

School

Conf.

Overall

MEN’S BASKETBALL
St. Norbert
Ripon
Grinnell
Carroll
Illinois Col.
Lawrence
Lake Forest
Cornell
Monmouth
Beloit
Knox

9-0
7-3
6-4
6-4
5-5
4-5
4-5
4-6
4-6
3-5
0-9

St. Norbert
Cornell
Monmouth
Illinois Col.
Carroll
Ripon
Beloit
Lake Forest
Lawrence
Knox
Grinnell

8-1
7-2
7-2
7-2
7-3
5-4
3-5
2-7
1-7
1-8
1-8

Adrian
St. Norbert
St. Scholastica
Concordia
Lake Forest
Marian
Lawrence
Northland
MSOE
Finlandia

Swimmers get set to begin an event on Saturday
Photo courtesy of Michael Hubbard

CJ Revis

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

The Lawrence women’s basketball team hoped to snap a sixgame losing streak when they took
on Grinnell this past Saturday.
They also sought to put an end to
their recent shooting woes, having
averaged only 39.8 points in their
previous four games, which is well
below their season average of 55.7
points per game.
Lawrence started the game
strong by hitting their first three
field goal attempts, all from sophomore forward Andrea Wilkinson,
to give the Vikings an early fivepoint lead. Grinnell answered with
a run of their own and the rest of
the half was tightly contested. A
late run by the Pioneers gave them
a 28-23 lead going into the half.
Grinnell picked up where they
left off and extended their lead to
double digits in the first few min-

utes of the second half. Lawrence
fought back several times in the
second half and cut the lead to five
with less than six minutes remaining. Grinnell, however, answered
back to take a 10-point lead with
four minutes left in the game.
The Vikings would cut the
lead to eight twice, the last time
being on a reverse layup from
senior Alex Deshler with 1:25 left
to play. Lawrence could not get
any closer than that, however, and
lost 62-48.
Deshler led the Vikings with
a double-double, finishing with 14
points and 14 rebounds. Deshler
has now scored in double figures
in eight of the last ten games.
Wilkinson also contributed with
nine points. Grinnell was led by
guard Alissa Hirsch, who finished
with 20 points and is second in
the Midwest Conference in points
per game.

See page 12

13-1
10-5
11-4
9-6
9-6
6-8
5-9
7-8
5-10
5-8
1-13

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

HOCKEY

Bartes breaks weight Women’s basketball
throw record
falls to Grinnell
ish in the top 10. Freshman Amy
Hutchings ran an impressive 5:36
minute mile, gaining two points
for the Vikings. Additionally, sophomore Cora Williams and freshman Kate Kilgus ran a 5:41 and
a 5:43 mile, respectively. As far
as the men’s 1-mile run, senior
Dan Thoresen finished with an
impressive 4:36 mile, giving the
Vikings another two points to add
to the board.
The women dominated
the 3000-meter run with six
Lawrence students finishing in the
top 10. Freshman Elin Karlsson
came in second place in a time
of 11:20.32, scoring three points
for her timely finish. Right behind
Karlsson was fellow freshman
Kristen Bischel, crossing the finish
line at 11:20.61 and contributing
another two points to the Vikings
score. In the men’s 3000 meter
run, sophomore Cam Davies and

STANDINGS

8-0-2		
9-1		
6-1-3		
5-4-2		
6-5		
3-6-1		
3-7		
3-7		
3-7		
1-9		

11-3
11-3
11-3
9-5
10-5
5-9
3-10
2-12
3-10
3-11
2-12
Pts.
18
18
15
12
12
7
6
6
6
2

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
and are current as of
Jan. 22, 2013.

BY THE
NUMB3RS

4:36
Mile time of senior
Dan Thoresen at
UW-Oshkosh

The Wednesday
Scoreboard
Men’s Basketball
RIPON 95 LU 81
Women’s Basketball
RIPON 60 LU 36
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Coaches’ Corner:
Joel DePagter
Men’s basketball

Erik Soderlund
Staff Writer

______________________

Since being named head
basketball coach at Lawrence
University in 2007, he has been
one of the winningest coaches in
the program’s 107-year history.
The 2008-09 Midwest Conference
Coach of the Year has taken the
Vikings to the NCAA tournament
twice since he has been here and
won the MWC Championship six
times. As a coach, he boasts an
overall record of 85-57, making
his win percentage of .599 the
eighth best in Lawrence history.
However, coach Joel DePagter
has not only been successful
through coaching. When he graduated from Lawrence in 1998,
he held numerous records as a
player. He is eighth all-time in
the Midwest Conference in scoring with 1,243 points. DePagter
was a three-time first-team AllMidwest Conference selection and
the 1997 MWC Player of the Year.
At Lawrence, he is first in career
assists (357) and steals (211),
and in the fall of 2008, DePagter
was inducted into the Lawrence
University Athletic Hall of Fame
for his playing career.
I caught up with coach
DePagter to gain a little more
personal insight into one of
Lawrence’s best athletes and
coaches.
D: “Having played basketball
for Lawrence and graduating from
LU in 1998, it was certainly a
good fit. Coach John Tharp, who I
played for, gave me the opportunity to come back as an assistant.
I worked as an assistant coach
for a few other schools in the
Midwest, and then finally had the
chance to coach at my alma mater
and be closer to home,” said the
Sheboygan, Wis. native on why he
decided to return to the Vikings.”
S: Many players have specific
rituals that get them prepared for
the games, so I wanted to know, as
a coach, if those rituals and superstitions still exist?

D: “Not as a coach—don’t
really even remember if I had
any as a player. Probably listening to some music and sitting by
myself in the team room. I always
say a quick prayer for my players
and my family before each game,”
replied DePagter.”
Though he has been one
of the winningest coaches in
Lawrence history, there are obviously always ups and downs in
a coaching career. So, naturally,
I was interested in hearing what
the worst and best moments of his
career have been.
D: “I get to be involved with
a lot of really great young men
and have the opportunity to coach
the sport I love—so there are not
any moments I would say are the
‘worst.’ There are certainly many
tough losses over the years that
were not real easy to deal with,
but wins and losses come and
go—the people involved with the
program are what really matter.
“It is tough to pick a best
moment—certainly being a part
of six conference championships
and NCAA tournaments as a player, assistant coach and head coach
is something I will cherish forever. You never know when or if it
will happen again. Being inducted
into the Lawrence Athletic Hall of
Fame was really special. I never
played for awards or honors like
that, but being recognized alongside that group is very humbling.
My favorite moments are after
every game, especially when we
win, when my almost-three-yearold daughter, Adina, runs over to
me on the court calling for me,”
humbly answered coach DePagter.
Lastly, I wondered if there
was one thing that coach DePagter
wanted to achieve here during his
time as head of the basketball
program.
D: “Nothing real specific, just
want to keep bringing in quality student-athletes that love to
play basketball. If we can do that,
good things will happen. Getting
back to the NCAA tournament is
definitely a goal for all of us in this
program.”

Hockey team squanders
chances over weekend
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
hockey team (4-12-1, 3-7 NCHA)
fell to Milwaukee School of
Engineering (MSOE) (4-12-1, 3-7
NCHA) this weekend, extending
their six-game losing streak. Over
Winter Break, the Vikings were
defeated twice by UW-Stevens
Point (13-2-1) and twice by
UW-Eau Claire (11-3-1). Both
are large schools with strong ice
hockey programs and are two of
the highest-ranked teams in the
country.
With a return to conference
competition, the Vikings are hoping to use what they’ve learned
from some of the most challeng-

ing competition they’ve ever faced
to break into winning territory.
MSOE, also coming off non-conference losses to Augsburg College
and St. Mary’s University, was able
to reverse their losing momentum, whereas Lawrence was not.
The Raiders edged the Vikings 1-0
on Friday, Jan. 17, and again on
Saturday, Jan. 18, 4-1.
MSOE hosted Lawrence at the
Kern Center in the first game, controlling the puck for most of the
game and outshooting the Vikings
by a wide 51-22 margin. The lone
goal of the contest came five minutes into the second period, and
the Raiders sustained offensive
pressure the majority of the time.
Austin Campbell picked up the
shutout for MSOE, and freshman
Mattias Soderqvist stopped 50
shots for Lawrence.

Athletes of the Week
By: Andrew Borresen

Brielle Bartes: Indoor Track and Field
Bartes set the school record in the
weight throw with a measurement of
38 feet, 10.5 inches at the Vikings’ dual
meet at UW-Oshkosh on Saturday, Jan.
18.
1. Preparation is everything.
Describe your routine for the day
of a meet.
The biggest key is always sitting next
to Tyler Lueck on the bus for our
pre-meet pep talks. I eat a big bowl of
Wheaties, listen to the Piano Guys and
from there, find the weakest opponent
to intimidate with my smile.

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

2. What was it like when you found
out that you had broken the school
record for the weight throw?
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
I honestly had no idea I broke the
school record. I was too excited rooting on Genna, as I knew she would definitely be breaking her very
own record that day. Breaking the record was an exhilarating experience I will never forget!
3. Do you and Genna ever trash talk each other in practice, or is it just friendly competition?
First, Genna and I break each other down as much as we can and then work the rest of practice to build
each other up. If our ears are not bleeding at the end of practice, it means we didn’t work hard enough.
4. If you had to travel around the world in a hot air balloon with one teammate, whom would
you choose and why?
The incredible Genna Matt herself.

Ryan DePouw: Men’s Basketball
DePouw played a critical role in the
men’s basketball rout of Grinnell
College on Saturday, Jan. 18 by posting a double-double of 17 points and
11 rebounds.

1. If you had to travel around the
world in a hot air balloon with
one teammate, whom would you
choose and why?
Chris Siebert. I’m not sure I could get
bored listening to him tell Baraboo
basketball stories as we’re floating in
the clouds somewhere.

Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke

Gambino gets some love on my iPod, too.

2. We at The Lawrentian understand you are a big rap fan, Ryan.
Who are some of your favorite artists in the game today and why?
Drake and Kendrick Lamar. I only
mess with the best, and right now
they’re on top of the game. Childish

3. What goals do you and the #LUbballfam have for the rest of the season?
Our goals remain the same as they were at the beginning of the season: Work to get better every day
and enjoy every moment. If we can continue to do that, I’m confident that we will finish strong and
achieve great things.
4. If Hollywood made a movie about your life, who would play the lead role?
Leonardo DiCaprio. He’s the man.
On Saturday, the teams
reconvened at the Appleton
Family Ice Center. The Raiders put
the first points on the board with
a goal 3:44 into the game and
scored again a few minutes later
on a power play to put MSOE
ahead 2-0. After a whistle sent
sophomore Renato Engler to the
penalty box, Lawrence retaliated
with a shorthanded goal scored by
senior William Thoren off a pass
from sophomore Matt Moore at
14:20. The Vikings held off their
opponents for the rest of the period and headed to the locker room
down 2-1.

MSOE’s third goal came
11:35 into the second period,
when the Raiders’ attacking line
easily outmaneuvered the Viking
defense, widening their lead to
3-1. The last goal of the game was
scored with 2:13 remaining in the
third period, earning MSOE the
victory by a final score of 4-1. The
Vikings saw huge improvement in
performance from the first night
to the second, earning a 28-27
shot advantage. Raider goaltender Nick Kohn made 27 saves to
Soderqvist’s 23.
As MSOE moves on to a weekend series against St. Norbert

College (14-2-1, 9-1 NCHA),
Lawrence will host the College
of St. Scholastica (9-4-4, 6-1-3
NCHA) both Friday, Jan. 24, and
Saturday, Jan. 25. The Saints are
coming off a tough pair of battles
against Adrian College, whose
8-0-2 conference record (14-0-3
overall) positions them at the top
of the conference.
St. Scholastica tied the
Bulldogs 1-1 in the first game and
suffered a 4-3 overtime loss in the
second. The Saints will face the
Vikings here in Appleton at 7 p.m.
on Friday, Jan. 21 and 4 p.m. on
Saturday, Jan. 22.
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MLK celebration unites campus community in inspiration
Claire Hoy
Staff Writer

______________________________

Upon entering the Memorial Chapel on
Monday, Jan. 20 to attend Margaret Rozga’s
speech honoring Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day, I was greeted by a smiling group of Girl
Scouts, each eagerly handing me a program.
I was confused, believing this was just an
event for Lawrence students, but I took a
program and made my way to a seat. As I
looked around me, I realized that the audience was filled with people of all ages from
all over Appleton. The Lawrence Bubble
had been popped, and to see more than just
college students sitting in the chapel was
refreshing.
Freshman Kevin Buckhalton agreed: “I
was surprised there were so many people

here. I honestly didn’t think it would be
this big of a thing in Appleton. Like, I heard
before I came here, it would be just all black
people, but it’s so diverse. And everyone
here is so nice! Everyone really cares about
the cause.” It can be easy to forget about the
rich community of Appleton when we have
such a rich community here at Lawrence.
The volunteer opportunities offered
around Appleton earlier in the day allowed
students to give back to the community that
our university calls home and to remember
that the world is wider than just a college campus. “I really enjoy the events that
include the surrounding Appleton community as much as the Lawrence community,
so it’s always nice to go to these events that
are so well attended,” said senior Corrine
Kocher.
As the event got underway, the elected
officials in the audience were introduced,

including Timothy Hanna, the mayor of
Appleton. I had to quietly remind myself
that Mark Burstein does not run Appleton,
just the Lawrence campus. Four elementary
school children were brought on stage to
read their award-winning essays on Martin
Luther King, Jr. Their beautifully crafted
words and the maturity behind their messages brought most audience members to
tears and received a standing ovation. The
diversity and richness of Appleton again
surprised me. Their voices are so often lost
on our bustling campus; to be at an event
where they were showcased was illuminating.
Then came the keynote speaker
Margaret Rozga. Her speech began with
an exulted exclamation of, “He lives!” She
then demonstrated that he truly does. Her
work in the protests for fair housing in
Milwaukee, Wis. shows that there is still

much to be done, but that the beliefs and
methods of Martin Luther King, Jr. live on
in all those who fight for equality. “I’m glad
they included contemporary events,” said
senior Olav Björnerud. “Oftentimes the controversial beliefs of Martin Luther King get
glossed over and they kind of take the teeth
out of his message.” But Rozga managed to
capture the entirety of Martin Luther King,
Jr. and the importance of the day.
Her speech concluded and we all joined
in a roaring applause, united in our appreciation of her words. Afterward, a man
with a guitar and a woman walked onstage
and began singing “We Shall Overcome.”
Everyone linked arms and began singing
along. Seriously. Although the end of the
program was straight out of an ABC Family
movie, it was still powerful and the message rang true.

Why We Do (and Don’t) Volunteer: Some Brief Psychological Findings
Why we do:
Psychological researcher Mark
Snyder has found five primary motivations for volunteering: values, community concern, esteem enhancement,
understanding and personal development. What motivations drive us
can change as we age, and different
motivations can work in combination.
Motivations like esteem and personal
development that can seem selfish
actually have been linked in some studies to more long-term commitments
than motivations like value.

And why we don’t:
In one study, researchers found volunteers were more
likely to continue volunteering if the opportunity matched
their motivations. This could mean our volunteering may be
based not on what the community most needs, but what
we most feel like doing.
Our desire to help others also depends on how similar
we feel to others. If we think we are like them, we’re more
likely to empathize with them and help them. However, if
we are interacting with a group we perceive as dissimilar,
we feel less empathy and may volunteer to help less.
Our economic status can also stop us from volunteering.
Over a period of three years of recession, researchers found
volunteering rates declined, even for unemployed people
with more time, a common barrier to volunteering.

Sources: American Psychological Association,
Institute for Volunteering Research

By Chelsea Johnson

Graduating seniors ready to dive into social activism after LU
Liz Vidulich

For The Lawrentian

_______________________________

Social activism is often portrayed as a
college student’s game and has been looked
upon cynically by those who assume it is
a phase that will end upon graduation.
However, looking forward to their lives
after college, many Lawrentians are looking
to jump start their careers through different programs that involve directly serving
others, particularly in the field of education.
Senior Steph Klauer will be serving
as a “corps member” through Teach For
America, one of the nation’s largest nonprofit organizations, which places highachieving recent college graduates in areas
of need throughout the country. Though
Klauer did not study pedagogy extensively
during her time at Lawrence, she is able to
become a certified teacher over the next
summer so that she will be teaching fulltime come autumn. Klauer had Teach For

America in the back of her mind long before
she applied in the fall, saying, “I was influenced by one of my teachers [who had participated in Teach For America at the beginning of her career] back in high school and
I’ve been thinking about it ever since then.”
Though the idea of moving across the
country, living by herself and, of course,
running a classroom, is daunting to Klauer,
she believes that serving with Teach For
America will allow her to help herself by
helping others. Klauer believes that serving
as a teacher will further her career in public
education, and she hopes that after her time
with Teach For America, she will go to graduate school for public policy and eventually
serve on a state school board. “Education
reform needs to be one of [America’s] top
priorities,” she asserts. “I want to advocate
for educational equality.”
Klauer is one of several senior
Lawrentians who have been offered positions with Teach For America in the coming
year. Teach For America Campus Campaign
Manager and Lawrence senior Emily Crowe

encourages interested seniors to apply for
the next deadline on Thursday, Feb. 20.
Senior Stephanie Thomas will also
be working with children in a classroom
capacity, but as a tutor, mentor and role
model rather than as a lead teacher. City
Year, the program in which Thomas will
be participating in Milwaukee, Wis. next
year, was founded on the idea that young
people can make a difference in communities through hard work and dedication.
Rather than lead a classroom, as one would
in Teach For America, City Year “corps
members” work to support the schools they
serve in whatever capacity they need, mainly through classroom support and enriching
after- and before-school programming.
“I’ve always done a lot of work with
kids,” said Thomas, citing her experience
working as a camp counselor, VITAL tutor
and LARY buddy. Thomas hopes to continue
working with children through her career
and decided that City Year was the best program for her because of the diverse ways
that corps members interact with kids.

Looking forward, Thomas does not anticipate staying in the classroom longer than
the one-year commitment of City Year and
hopes to go to graduate school for dance
movement therapy to work with children
who have experienced abuse or trauma.
Though future participants in only
two programs were interviewed for this
article, service-minded Lawrentians seem
to be drawn to working in the field of
youth work and education in some capacity.
Another example from our senior class is
Cori Lin, who will be working next year in
Minneapolis, Minn. with College Possible,
an organization whose mission is to help
low-income and under-resourced students
navigate the college admissions process.
On why Lawrentians, and indeed many
other young people, may be interested in
working with youth, Thomas concludes, “It
may be a cliché, but it is because it’s true:
Children are the future, and helping them
grow and succeed will help our communities and world grow and succeed.”
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Secret life of our staff: Kristi Hill
Mesphina Kudowor
For The Lawrentian

___________________________________________

As director of the Volunteer and
Community Service center (VCSC), Kristi
Hill’s has centered her life around helping others and has been extending her
services to her community as long as she
can remember. Hailing from Appleton,
Hill is familiar with the needs of the
community as a whole and has been
coordinating the volunteer opportunities
available on our campus since 2007.
Hill says she had always known that
she wanted to pursue a career choice that
helped people and grew up with a sensitivity to her community, which happened
to be a very neighborly one. She got more
involved in volunteering when she was
in college at the University of WisconsinGreen Bay, where she double-majored
in recreational management and human
development.
When asked what ignited her passion for helping and contributing to her
community, Hill replied, “While in college,
I worked at the local domestic abuse center for women and children and learned
through the children’s social interactions
with other kids that they lacked social
skills due to negligence and I was blown

away by their hardships and how they
somehow were still expected to function
in the everyday setting, like school, and
lacked the attention and skills needed to
do so. Watching innocent kids that did
nothing wrong in the world, but had to
go through horrific situations and had
to survive using minimal resources, that
definitely got me.”
After earning her bachelor’s degree
at UW-Green Bay, she got a job as a camp
director, serving disadvantaged youth
from Milwaukee, Wis. This was a job
she loved but didn’t quite feel she was
adequately prepared for in terms of helping them in the way they needed. So, she
went on to other nonprofit organizations
like the Boys’ and Girls’ club and YMCAs,
where she discovered that she wanted to
delve into helping people in the “therapy
sense,”so she pursued a graduate degree
in counseling.
When deciding where she finally
wanted to establish herself and with
whom she wanted to work, Hill said she
realized that her “happiest moments in
life [were] in college, where I dedicated
my time helping others.” Working on the
Lawrence campus, she says, allows her
to combine her interests in community
development and counseling and also

share with others the love for the community.
Hill, besides helping her community,
enjoys skiing, snowshoeing and loves
the outdoors. It wouldn’t be odd to find
her strolling through the woods. She is
a “coffee-shop and laptop” person and
loves to network with people and even
engage in conversations with complete strangers. However, maintaining the title of best friend
with her three-year-old son
takes up the majority of her
time, and since she is family
oriented, she loves to connect with her family, as well.
Hill lives by the idea
of simplification and says
she used to be a minimalist
a n d

believes in “having just what you need,
otherwise our priorities focus only on
how many things we think we need, but
in reality just want.” She responded by
saying, “I believe that everybody should
spend some of their income helping others.”
“If I had a chance for a superpower,” she said, “ I [would] restore and
ensure the basic human rights of
everyone.”
With the warmth and
enthusiasm Hill shares with
her colleagues and volunteers,
she has infused her passion
for giving back to the community into the Lawrence campus. We are definitely
inspired by her dedication and kindness
and the wonderful
opportunities she
has linked us to.

Photo by Nathan
Lawrence

Civic Life Project offers opportunity to engage with community issues
Andre Augustine
Staff Writer

______________________________________________

Last year, as the new Hurvis Building
was in the final stages of renovations,
Lawrence was introduced to a course
called the Civic Life Project that would
impact not only the newly developed Film
Studies department, but also the lives of
Lawrentians.
The Civic Life Project was originally created four years ago by Artist-in-Residence
and former PBS producers Catherine Tatge
and her husband Dominique Lasseur in
Connecticut. They created the project for
high school students to help engage them
in social action through documentary filmmaking.
“We always found ourselves preaching to the converted,” said Tatge. “So we
thought, how do we reach an audience who
feel like they don’t have much of a voice or
much of a say in our democracy? And that’s
how Civic Life was born.”
When Tatge came to help develop the
new film studies department at the new
Hurvis Film Center, she approached former-president Jill Beck and asked if she
could introduce this project to undergraduate students.
“They are the perfect audience
because, in some way, once they graduate,
they are ready to go out into the community,” said Tatge. “And even if they cannot
do something immediately, they are already
sensitized and have this in the back of their
minds and chances are they will be involved
in their own communities.”
In the Civic Life Project, the students
interact with different community lead-

ers, like Director of Diversity & Inclusion
at Oshkosh Corporation Scott Hines,
Wisconsin State Assembly Representative
Penny Bernard-Schaber and Mayor of
Appleton Timothy Hanner, to discuss issues
occurring in the community. After hearing
these speakers, students are encouraged to
pick a topic that appeals to them and create
a film that discusses these issues.
During the class, students learn skills
that help them become both great filmmakers and citizens, like learning how to
be open-minded and empathetic while at
the same time learning how to tell a story
visually.
“I thought I knew how to talk to people
and be empathetic and earn their trust,”
said junior and former Civic Life student
Nancy Corona. “But a lot of it has to do with
how you phrase your questions and being
careful how you phrase your questions.”
This year, students participated in a
retreat program called “Habits of the Heart”
in Björklunden that helped the students to
learn and hone these different skills.
“We discussed different ways to interview people while talking about our own
experiences,” current Civic Life student and
junior Brienne Colston. “We talked about
our identities and our place in space, where
we come from and how it reflects what
we believe, and taking our responses from
each other and using them as a vehicle to
figure out how we want to interview people
who are different from us.”
In addition to building communication
and empathy skills, the Civic Life Project
also introduces Lawrentians to new career
possibilities. Last spring, Tatge took a group
of students to Los Angeles to get a taste of
the film industry. There, the students met

directors, agents and visited famous sets.
“It’s a very risky field to go into but I
think what was really enlightening was that
everyone we met was clearly passionate
and happy with what they’re doing,” said
Corona, who had never been exposed to the
film industry before taking the course. “It
was really eye-opening and it reminded me
that if I was passionate and worked hard
towards it, it can happen.”
Although the course helps create interest in the already growing film department,
the main purpose, according to Tatge, is to
create conversation around the community’s issues.
Last year, the Civic Life Project premiered various films to the community
at the Fox Valley Technology College that
touched on issues such as homophobia, sex
trafficking and the education of undocumented students, which was created by
Corona.
“The films are conversation pieces,”
said Tatge. “What happens is people say
‘Well, I can show these films to my classes and schools,’ and from there the films
develop a life of their own.”
By becoming involved in the process of
creating films, students are educated about
the issues that are occurring in Appleton
and are encouraged to get involved. In
a school where not many students feel
compelled to volunteer or learn about
the issues, the Civic Life Project forces
Lawrentians to be well informed on these
issues.
“I think a big part in why Lawrentians
are not involved is because we don’t know
Appleton or its issues,” said Colston. “When
I came here as a freshman, I thought that
Appleton was just a racist place with not

a lot of diversity and I didn’t stop to think
that it was a real town with a lot of issues,
bigger than what you would expect from a
small town.”
“As a whole, this generation is very
selfish,” said Corona. “We’re very much
influenced to think only about ourselves
and the aspect of community and not really
expecting anything back. The class reminds
us that there’s more than just us and there’s
more you can do with your education.”
Although the fate of the Civic Life
Project course is currently unknown, the
course has shown that filmmaking is a great
foray to involve Lawrence in the Appleton
community. The current Civic Life students
are preparing to go into the community and
begin their projects and their journey to
educating the company.
Even if the Civic Life Project does not
continue in the future, the products and
labor of these students will still be around
to stimulate conversations and learn from
each other.
“I’m learning so much from the students. I look at the students as colleagues,
not as students,” said Tatge. “It’s interesting to tell a story when it’s not about egos
or competition but it’s about passion and
eagerness to learn about the community. I
couldn’t ask for a better job.”
“This is definitely the best class I’ve
taken at Lawrence so far,” said Corona.
The Civic Life Project plans on having
a screening of their new films next term,
but if you want to learn more about the
course or about the film studies department, please contact Artist-in-Residence
Catherine Tatge.
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Three seniors produce typography-based art show TYPE
Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

_____________________

Creative design exists in
places one is often prone to overlook—the woodwork of a coffee
table, the shape and size of a book,
the contours of a shoe. Somebody
made a conscious choice to design
these things in a specific way. The
way the alphabet is stylized is
no different, from the no-nonsense of Times New Roman to the
sophistication of Baskerville Old
Face to the clean modern Arial.
Fonts, typefaces, letterforms and
all things typographical are an
important if subtle aspect of written communication.
Three Lawrence seniors—
Cori Lin, Emma Moss and Erik
Morrison—took it upon themselves to research typography
and design their own works in an
independent study last fall. Their
completed projects are available
for viewing through Friday, Jan. 31
in the Mudd Gallery on the third
floor of the library.
Lin created a series of precisely cut out phrases from a single
sheet of paper. She chose phrases

that she is known to repeat often
in conversation, which is intended
to merge visual and discourse patterns.
“I am very drawn to handdrawn letterforms,” Lin explained.
“I love the needless meticulousness required to sketch by hand
what could be produced by a
computer. Probably because I’m
a control-freak, but I really enjoy
shaping a letter by hand until it
looks perfect.”
Moss created an eclectic
array of works, such as a gig poster, a letterpress series of Greek
epic terminology and hand-painted lettering. This last is shown in
her Snow Queen piece, which was
a third place winner in Appleton
Downtown Inc.’s holiday window
display contest.
“Letters can be incredibly expressive,” said Moss, “and
a great tool in helping convey the
appropriate tone for any given
message.”
Morrison investigated handiwork in letterforms. One striking
piece is the cover for the upcoming 2013-2014 issue of Tropos,
Lawrence’s literary magazine.
In addition, Morrison created
a series of amusing university-

inspired merit badges, obtained
for feats like pulling all-nighters
and using a font other than Times
New Roman in an essay. Morrison
describes these works as inspired
by “19th century commercial
printing” and “hand-lettering
from folk traditions.”
Aside from aesthetic appeal,
there is a psychological reasoning
behind deliberate word styling.
“In terms of fonts, we subconsciously analyze the way texts
look, regardless of their context,”
explained Lin. “Everyone makes
associations with fonts with
which we are familiar, like how
many people don’t take signs written in Comic Sans very seriously.
Even if we are not conscious, the
way type is presented influences
our understanding of the words.”
Not everyone needs to be
an alphabet carver, however,
just as everyone need not be a
woodworker or a book designer
or a shoemaker. The only necessary action is to be aware of
the quality of the work, where
these explorations in typography
meet between utility and artistry.
Especially in the realm of graphic
design and advertising, it’s important to understand why one font

Seniors Lin, Morrison and Moss stand in front of their work in the Mudd Gallery
Photo courtesy of Emma Moss

or letterform is more appealing
than another. These three students have demonstrated just a
tiny sliver of the infinite ways in

which the written word can be
structured, but they are nevertheless illuminating and interesting
pieces of art.

through three of Argentina’s
“most representative” composers
of the 20th century.
The first piece, “Last Round,”
composed by Osvaldo Golijov,
featured stringed instruments
exclusively. Golijov composed this
piece as a tribute to the late Ástor
Piazzola, a fellow Argentine and
tango pioneer. Golijov wanted this
work to sound “passionate” yet
“patterned.” The orchestra was
meant to sound “melancholy and
breath-like,” like a bandoneon
accordion, an instrument essential to many traditional tango
ensembles.
Indeed, the piece demonstrated a multifaceted intensity.
At times, the whole orchestra was
engaged in a swell of cohesive,
aggressive and accelerating bowstrokes—tension mounted. At
others, soloists played piercing,

mournful melodies, which were
supported by contrasting softness
from the other musicians. Like the
bandoneon accordion, the sounds
of the orchestra seemed to inhale
and exhale.
The soloists stood in the
innermost ring of the orchestra
while the rest of the musicians
stayed seated, physically demonstrating the balance between
fiery strains and peaceful phrases
through their posture and expressive movement.
There were moments when
it seemed the musicians were
dancing and swaying along to the
expressive tango. It ended with a
tranquil diminuendo and seemed
to evaporate into the chapel.
The second piece, “El día
que me quieras,” was composed
by Carlos Gardel, an alleged sex

This children’s book is written in signature Jones style, mixing an off-beat, distinctly British
sense of humor and sensibility
with magic. She also characteristically connects her magical world
to the “real” world by including
characters from the reader’s world
in the story, as she does in “Howl’s
Moving Castle” and another of her
classic books that I’ve read, “Fire
and Hemlock.”
I was surprised to read some
reviews of the book that considered it highly original. While
I think Jones is a very creative
writer, I sometimes find her books
formulaic. However, when I consider that the genre of fantasy
writing had barely begun in 1977,
I can see why she was considered
a pioneer.
However, I must say, as someone who grew up reading many,
many fantasy books as a child

and teenager, I think that many
authors use the same concepts in
better ways. In my opinion, “Harry
Potter” is the pinnacle of writing
about witches and wizards learning magic, as well as depicting
the interaction between the magical and real world. And, although
Jones briefly explores the concept of multiple universes in this
book, no one has written about
the subject in fantasy better than
Phillip Pullman in the “His Dark
Materials” trilogy.
In general, although I admire
and enjoy Jones’s writing, I’m
irritated by how whimsical often
means arbitrary and nonsensical
in her books. This is simply part
of her style, but it’s not to my
personal liking. I prefer books in
which magic and the universe of
the book have very clear rules that
are followed—perhaps contradic-

Harper Hall features Chamber Orchestra concert unites
Faculty Jazz Quartet pieces around the theme of “Tango”
Anna Buchholz
Staff Writer

_______________________

Though we often speak highly of our Conservatory professors
as teachers and pedagogues, we
do not boast about their continually amazing performance careers
nearly enough. We were reminded
of this last Wednesday, Jan. 15,
when the Faculty Jazz Quartet
took to the Harper Hall stage and
kept audience members on the
edge of their seats, listening and
cheering at these four musicians’
performance.
The Quartet, made up
of Lecturer of Music Bill
Carrothers, Instructor of Jazz &
Improvisational Music and Jazz
Performance Coordinator José
Encarnación, Professor of Music
Dane Richeson and Associate
Professor of Music Mark Urness,
played both originals by Urness,
Encarnación and Carrothers as
well as tunes by jazz greats Jackie
McLean and Freddie Hubbard.
They opened with saxophonist Jackie McLean’s “Little
Melonae,” a quicker tune filled
with bebop lines played by the
saxophone and driving rhythms
in the drums. There were hints
of Thelonious Monk in the tune’s
harmonic and rhythmic language,
with dissonances, chromatic lines
and uneven rhythmic patterns
heard clearly in the piano.
The next tune was written by
bassist Urness, entitled “Gravity.”
This explosive tune featured
Encarnación on soprano saxophone, first playing an understated melody that grew and developed into a solo filled with energy
and tension. The piece built up
with rapid, scalar lines in the saxophone, with a rhythm section
constantly growing in intensity
as the saxophonist reached the
climax of his solo.
Professor Encarnación then
introduced a composition of his

entitled “Ethics,” which was a juxtaposing tune that began with a
sweet, waltz-like feel and then
broke into a funk, almost hip-hop
groove with a melody moving
between each style and filled with
complex harmonic moves.
The Quartet then played
another tune by Professor Urness,
called “No Words,” a modern jazz
style with hints of gospel harmonies. The tune had a sense of clarity at the beginning, where a clear
texture was created from the saxophone playing a smooth, flowing
melody in front of the bass and
piano’s understated ideas while
the drums played simple rhythms
on the rims of the drums. During
the piano solo, there was a portion
in which he repeatedly played one
note in the right hand while the
other moved through dense harmonies, reminiscent of a choral.
We then heard the fast-paced
“Birdlike” by trumpeter Freddie
Hubbard, showing off the chops
of the four players as they sped
through individual solos and
then traded ideas back and forth.
There were moments when the
saxophone momentarily sounded
like jazz masters John Coltrane
and Chris Potter and the dialogue
between the four players was
filled with unspoken jokes and
jabs at one another, as well as
incredibly technical and virtuosic
vocabulary.
After an immediate standing
ovation, the Quartet came back
for an encore, slowing the evening down with a composition
by Carrother. It was almost ballad-like, with a singing, reflective
melody played on soprano saxophone and a sparse yet interactive
rhythm section, capping off the
evening of musical intensity and
excitement.
The Faculty Jazz Quartet will
play next on Tuesday, Jan. 28 at
Andy’s Jazz Club & Restaurant
in Chicago, a special event for
Lawrence alumni, friends and
family.

Anastasia Skliarova
For The Lawrentian

__________________________

The Lawrence University
Chamber Orchestra performed on
Saturday, Jan. 18, their first concert of the term. The theme of the
concert was “Tango.”
Before commencing the concert, Octavio Más-Arocas, director
of orchestral studies and conductor of the symphony and opera
orchestras, introduced the evening’s pieces and shared details
about their histories. The “macho
attitude” and assertiveness of
tango and Argentine music was
the uniting theme.
He announced that this was
going to be a “short, but very hot
concert.” Each work was to present folk and tango-inspired music

See page 12

Diana Wynne Jones’s “Charmed Life”
pioneers themes of the fantasy genre
Lauren Nokes
Staff Writer

_______________________

“Charmed Life” is the first
installment in beloved fantasy
writer Diana Wynne Jones’s
Chrestomanci series, which marries the British tradition of stories
about orphans sent to live at the
estates of wealthy relatives with
a story of young witches and wizards growing into their magic.
“Charmed Life” was first published in 1977, but I only recently read it while taking a break
from all the old, complex books
that I read for English classes to
read something fluffy and fun. I
was already a huge fan of Jones’s
“Howl’s Moving Castle,” a warm,
humorous and altogether delightful work of young adult literature.

See page 9
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GABRIELLA
SPOTLIGHT GUILFOIL
THE

ARTIST

Kelsey Priebe
Staff Writer

_________________________

You might recognize the
name Gabriella Guilfoil from
her amazing performance with
fellow senior Zoie Reams at
the Kaleidoscope concert this
past fall. An extremely impressive classical vocalist in her last
year of vocal instruction at the
Conservatory, Guilfoil says that
her original passion was country. “I used to want to be a country music star. In fact, when I
was in first grade, my Aunt Kate
noticed me singing and suggested I be an opera singer. I was
completely dumbfounded and
rebuffed her, saying, ‘Why would
I ever want to pursue classical
music!’ But here I am now!”
On her decision to become
a vocal major, she says, “You can
find art everywhere, but to me
art is about the human connection. When you go to a performance you go to feel a connection to the characters on stage.
I have always wanted to help to
create that connection.”
Guilfoil has worked hard
during her four years and it
shows in her many leading roles
in both the main-stage operas
and musical theatre productions, as well as her participation in Concert Choir. “I have
been very blessed to be able to
take advantage of a lot of great

experiences within the performance area of Lawrence,” she
says. Among these experiences, she lists participating with
others in covering Benjamin
Britten’s “War Requiem” and
having a role as a junior in the
main-stage opera as prized
memories from the past few
years.
Currently, she is excited
about her upcoming role as
Anna Murraunt in “Street Scene,”
this year’s opera, which will be
performed from March 6-9. “The
opera is set in 1929 and touches
on aspects of community, racism and generally gossip,” she
says, “issues that are still relevant today.”
Guilfoil also recently won
the
Lawrence
Symphony
Orchestra concerto competition,
which means she will be performing “Lieder Eines fahrenden Gesellen” by Gustav Mahler
with the orchestra on March 9
at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Chapel.
Furthermore, she will be collaborating with Marshall Cuffe and
several others to produce her
senior experience performance
during Spring Term, which will
be a 45-minute, one act English
Opera called “Trouble in Tahiti”
by Leonard Bernstein.
Guilfoil’s senior recital will
be held Saturday, Feb. 8 at 3 p.m.
in Harper Hall and will be Gypsy
themed. “I plan on approaching
themes throughout gypsy life

through a non-exploitive perspective. I’m looking at works
that consider universal themes
like love in the gypsy context,”
she explains. “Different cultures
have very different ideas about
what gypsy means.” She will be
covering works from “Carmen,”
the musical “Gypsy,” Brahms,
German operettas and Noël
Coward. In Guilfoil’s words, you
should “Come for the ‘Carmen’
and my glam red dress, but
stay for Manuel De Falla’s ‘El
Amor Brujo,’” which is a seldomheard-of, dark and passionate
flamenco composition comprised of three movements.
Guilfoil can think of a million
special things about her past
four years in the Conservatory,
but she holds her relationship
with her studio teacher, Teresa
Seidl, as the most important.
“Teresa has been my support
through everything. She’s been
there for me, whether it be helping me through a difficult time
in my musical career to simply
telling me how she feels about
my outfit during a lesson,” she
says, laughing.
She is especially thankful for Seidl and her supportive and talented friends as, in
her words, “Being a vocal major
can be especially difficult as
your instrument is so connected to your personal identity.”
This means that part of being
a vocal major is learning how

Jonze’s “Her” explores future of love
Ethan Perushek
Staff Writer

_____________________

The way we connect is changing. We communicate silently and
remotely via texts, we can chat
face to face across the world, we
can even fall in love before we
ever meet someone. Spike Jonze’s
new movie “Her” is an incredible
piece of cinema that outlines this
new way of communicating and
connecting.
The story, which may seem
strange but is worth every minute of your time, revolves around
Theodore Twombly, played brilliantly by Joaquin Phoenix, a
man living in a slightly futuristc
Los Angeles who writes love letters for his company, “Beautiful
Handwritten Letters,” which has
him dictating immensely personal letters to his computer, which
then writes them out in the handwriting of whomever asked him to
write these letters. And although
this alone is an interesting premise, it is only a minor facet of
the movie. The main attraction

Bartes

continued from page 4

junior Kyle Dockery placed second and third, respectively, for
the Vikings. Davies finished with a

lies in Theodore’s acquisition of
the world’s first artificially intelligent operating system, the OS
1. When Theodore installs it, he
meets Samantha, the manifestation of his OS.
Samantha, voiced by an
absolutely incredible Scarlett
Johansson, is surprisingly human.
She wants to grow and learn. She
is soulful, funny, loving, caring
and has her own problems. She
is a living, growing mind stuck
inside Theodore’s pocket. They
realize as they spend all their time
together that they connect fully
and really love each other, which
is where some may be lost in this
unconventional romance. But it is
wholly believable and beautiful.
Their relationship is so artfully
crafted and viewers learn to love
both of them.
As mentioned previously,
both Phoenix and Johansson’s
performances are brilliant. They
have such a connection, even
though Johansson is never on
screen. We believe every bit of
this love story and fall in love with
them. The supporting cast does an
excellent job, as well. Amy Adams

plays Theodore’s game developer friend, Amy, and Rooney
Mara plays Theodore’s ex-wife,
Catherine. Both have their own
problems and both are emotionally crafted and deep.
Spike Jonze’s writing is absolutely brilliant. He has crafted a
story that is so real and diverse.
Every character is believable and
deep; in essence, they are incredibly human. Jonze said early on
that this movie was not about the
wrongs of technology, but about
how we connect. And this message of connection is incredibly
prevalent and drawn perfectly
in the film. Every human needs
connection, and if an OS talking
to us is how we connect, then
there is nothing wrong with that.
As Samantha says, “I have never
loved anyone the way I love you
and now we know how,” showing us that connection is a way of
learning we have to love in order
to love more.
The directing and cinematography are great, especially the art
direction. Jonze creates a wholly
believable near future that isn’t
full of confusing gadgets, just a

time of 9.18, scoring three points
for his team, and Dockery came in
at 9.21 (adding two points).
In the men’s pole vault event,
freshman Wes Hetcher finished
third overall. He completed the
day with a vault height of 3.74

meters to score two points. Other
notable finishers for this opening meet included sophomore JP
Ranumas, who won the 60-meter
hurdle event in a time of 8.85
seconds. Scoring two points for
her team with an impressive

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

to be gracious as well as not to
internalize technique criticisms.
“I have had to learn how to be
patient with my voice musically
and keep the long term trajectory in mind,” she says. “It can be
hard to hear a professional performance and want to perform
to that degree immediately. But
you have to give your voice time
to develop to that skill level.”

When asked to impart a few
words of wisdom for underclassmen, Gabriella said this:
“Understand that the struggles
you feel, upperclassman have
felt as well. We have struggled
and have had to work things
out over the past four years to
get where we are. With patience
and work you will get there as
well.”

Charmed

continued from page 8

slightly cleaner and more futuristic look, with brilliant throwback
fashion to match our incessant
need to get inspiration from what
came before.
Spike Jonze’s “Her” is an
absolute masterpiece. It shows us
just how much we need cinema. It
shows us how to connect and how
to love. It is a film that challenges
the viewer’s beliefs, yet leaves us
incredibly amazed at how much
we can learn from a story of a man
falling in love with his computer.

long jump finish was senior Sam
Luebke. She finished fourth overall, with her longest jump coming
in at 4.35 meters.
Despite these valiant efforts,
both the men’s and women’s teams
lost to powerhouse UW-Oshkosh.

torily, I prefer some realism in my
fantasy.
Additionally, Jones tends to
build to climaxes that I can sense
are supposed to be very dramatic
and with very high stakes, but in
“Charmed Life,” as in other novels
of hers, she doesn’t really build up
the stakes or fully explain why the
world is in peril, leaving me somewhat confused and detached.
However, the process of getting to the climax is invariably
very enjoyable, which is why I
continue to read her books. Her
characters are usually quite
striking and complex; some are
so ridiculous that they almost
become caricatures, but that only
adds to the fun.
If you’re interested in seeing
the beginnings of the contemporary fantasy genre, or if you’re
a big Diana Wynne Jones fan, I
recommend giving “Charmed Life”
a read. She’s truly a giant of the
genre, and “Charmed Life” is an
early example of her considerable
gifts.
The Lawrence men lost 96-35 to
Oshkosh, while the women fell
104-33. However, the team continues to train and prepare for
their upcoming meet on Saturday,
Feb. 1, at UW-Stout for the Warren
Bowles Invitational.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
A noteworthy LUCC vote
Though most students on campus may be abuzz about Trivia, another Lawrence tradition took
place this week: the 46th annual LUCC Executive Elections. Two candidates ran for president, while
the vice president position went uncontested, a slightly sparse election compared to last year, when
three candidates ran for vice president.
This is not unexpected. Student participation is incredibly unpredictable; one can never tell
how many will run for an LUCC election, and Lawrence University is too small to afford the services
of Nate Silver. That’s old hat, though. This newspaper, the LUCC and hundreds of students have
made litanies like this one for years, criticizing student apathy and arguing for increased election
advertisement and student participation. It hasn’t changed anything. In the coming weeks, though,
new legislation may be introduced into LUCC General Council with the hopes of engaging our
unpredictably complacent student body.
The idea, introduced by LUCC President Nicholas Paulson in a recent email to the student body,
is this: Instead of electing fourteen student representatives by geographic on-campus residences,
the student body will elect sixteen representatives evenly divided among the four classes, with
super-seniors included within the senior class’s representation.
This ostensibly simple change to the Student Handbook has large implications to the way LUCC
does business: Experienced LUCC members who served their classes well may be recognized and
re-elected, rather than struggling with the shifting whims of their constantly changing constituencies. General Council will no longer be so focused on issues that relate to certain residence halls,
but will address more general issues affecting all students. Off-campus students will have clear
representation, and unbalanced elections with four students running in Plantz while only one runs
in Trever will no longer be possible.
It is entirely possible that this may backfire. Creating two additional positions for students to
fill runs the risk of facilitating uncontested races, but at least it’s a change. Decreasing limitations
for LUCC participation could be the motivation many Lawrentians need to participate in their student government. But why wait? If you have an opinion, go to the next LUCC meeting and let your
voice be heard.

It’s still rock and roll to me
Danny Davis
Staff Writer

________________________

PHOTO
POLL

I went ‘indie’ the summer
of 2010. I became familiar with
all the staples of the 2008-2012
indie superstars: Arcade Fire, The
National, The XX, Mumford and
Sons, Deathcab for Cutie, as well
as the Postal Service and all the
other ‘big’ names in indie rock. By
this point in time, most of them
were pretty popular. They had
earned the loyalty of millions of
fans and made appearances on
late night television. Those acts
were hardly obscure. Obscurity
is being picked by fingertips in a
messy record store in Portland,
never to realize their dreams of
earning a decent livelihood off the
sales of their records. Yet these
guys were popping up everywhere, including the front page
of the iTunes store. The music
industry slapped a giant yellowand-black striped sticker on their
foreheads with the word ‘Indie’
written in bold, white lettering.
That it is necessary to call
them ‘brand name indie bands’ is
a paradox. The word ‘indie,’ short
for independent, implies obscurity. It implies unhinged creative
freedom at the cost of accessibility,

not as a symptom of a struggling
young musician but as a chronic
illness. Yet, when describing what
‘indie’ means to somebody who
doesn’t quite understand it, we
scratch our heads and say, “Oh,
you know, like Arcade Fire and
Mumford and Sons and all those
guys.” We do this because Arcade
Fire and Mumford and Sons are
enormously popular musical acts,
and both serve as an example of
bands that did start off as truly
independent but evolved into an
entity that thrived off of large
fan bases and accessibility while
still retaining the indie label.
Essentially, we rely on indie bands
that are no longer indie to explain
what indie is to people who don’t
understand it.
That’s why the word ‘indie’
needs to just be thrown away.
It’s a word that was once synonymous with obscure that has been
feebly crafted into a label that
implies a specific combination
of obscurity and some alternative musical genre. Metal records
are undeniably metal, as goes
with hip hop and jazz and classical music, no matter how many
records the artist sells. The word
‘indie’ is thrown around uselessly
on a broad spectrum of popularity
and to a broad variety of musical genres: indie-rock, indie-pop,

indie-rap. The list goes on. It’s too
broad and too useless a word.
In a way, we are all amateur music critics. Different music
resonates with different people
for reasons that we will never
tangibly understand. As amateur
music critics, we can describe the
intent of the artist, which I believe
is a more useful factor, rather than
their score on the indie spectrum.
Thumping 4-chord iTunes toplisters about twerking and partying highlight a clear goal of profit
by both the artist and the record
label, which is okay. Pop music
creates a symbiotic relationship
between consumer and producer. However, if an artist’s work is
riddled with screeching lo-fi guitar distortions, cryptic lyrics and
samples of Alan Watts lectures,
chances are huge sales isn’t the
intent. The question we ought to
ask ourselves is not if an artist’s
obscurity is a valid reflection of
their talent. Rather, we need to
ask ourselves the following: Is the
popularity of an artist affecting
their intent?
If only there was some catchy
phrase people would have been
obsessed with that didn’t make
us scratch our heads in confusion
when somebody asked us what it
meant.

Photo poll by
Nathan Lawrence

“How do
you keep
warm in the
cold
winter?”

The dangerous H-word
Lily Risdall
Staff Writer

________________________

A white woman writing an
article about problematic discussions of race is problematic on its
own terms. I am a part of the very
problem I am condemning. Know
that I do not believe this article
absolves me of my part in the
racist status quo. Nor is this article meant to demonize all white
people. An institution can only
exist with the consent of those
who live within it, but no one has
to consent. We are only at fault
if we don’t fight the hate within
ourselves and in those around us.
While Lawrentians do discuss race frequently, whether in
casual conversation or at events
like the MLK Day brunch discussion, tactless and insulting rhetoric is also depressingly common.
By no means are all Lawrentians
guilty of this, but those who are
seem to be acting out of ignorance
rather than malice.
One such argument comes
across as a lovely sentiment.
Someone (almost always a white
male) ) will say that their race
is “human” or that they just see
everyone else as another human.
This would be wonderful if it
actually had any resemblance
to real-world race relations.
Unfortunately, humanity has a

long way to go before equal treatment is a reality.
Saying we’re all just human
is a cheap escape from the racism
debate. It suggests the speaker is
uncomfortable talking about his
or her race, or race in general. If
you’re white, say you’re white. No
one in our society is post-racial.
We all identify each other by skin
color, whether we want to or not.
Denying this is useless at best and
harmful at worst.
Moreover, ignoring different skin colors contributes to
the problem. Saying “we’re all
humans” to the question of race
casts humanity as a homogenous
gray mass. We associate skin color
with race, but that does not make
skin color problematic. The way
we treat skin color is problematic.
Skin color also contributes
to how society shapes a person.
Someone who grows up with the
protection of white privilege has
very different experiences than
someone without that privilege. Sweeping those experiences beneath a generic stamp
of “human” takes away who that
person is and undermines the
suffering they’ve endured. This
rhetoric pretends racism doesn’t
exist, thereby betraying just how
sheltered the speaker is.
Being white does not exclude
someone from meaningful discus-

See page 12

Banta: Money well spent?
Malcolm Lunn-Craft
For The Lawrentian

________________________

The Banta Bowl: Many students have heard it described
as the new Lawrence University
football field and the knowledge
that their football team now
has a new home brings joy to
many. However, many wonder
how the school is putting forward
this project, especially because it
could sum up to $5 million, if not
more. Many Lawrentians, including other sports team members,
wonder why this expenditure
is justified for a team that, for
the 2013-2014 season, has only
won one game thus far. Is it really
money well spent for Lawrence
University?
According
to
Athletic
Director Michael Szkodzinski, the
Banta Bowl project started last
fall, when the idea of renovating
the Banta Bowl was presented to
the Board of Trustees. After deliberating, the Trustees made the
renovations an institutional pri-

ority. The field had a fundraising
system put into place that would
help cover the cost of the field,
to which numerous alumni and
the Fox Cities Visitors Bureau has
already contributed. Additionally,
the football team is not the only
team meant to use the field, as the
soccer and baseball teams are welcome to practice when their fields
are damaged due to the changing
weather. Just like Szkodzinski had
said, the field is something many
are looking forward to.
Nevertheless, that still
does not cover the issue of how
Lawrence University will provide
some form of money for the Banta
Bowl. Money for a team that has
one game in the bag so far this
season does not sound too convincing. There are other issues
and concerns that would benefit
greatly with some money, such
as the mold growing profusely
within Sage Hall bathrooms. The
mold is clearly evident and is a
little alarming, given how unsafe
it could become.

See page 11

“Joe Biden”
-Sarah Golden

“Avoid the outdoors.”
-Alan Duff

“Hot toddies.”
-Greta Dohl
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Trivia ups and downs
Jess Morgan
Staff Writer

________________________

Armed with computers, good
company, and caffeinated or alcoholic beverages, students assemble together with their teams
to The Great Midwest Trivia
Competition. Held annually since
1966, teams of students on campus and other participants tuning into Lawrence’s radio station
listen to the questions, which they
will have three minutes to complete. Teams on campus also have
the option to participate in action
questions that ask them to complete various quirky tasks, such
as “gather the most human hair.”
While it’s great that students collaborate excitedly in this unique
Lawrence experience, health and
responsibilities are sacrificed
over this weekend and
participating should
be approached with
more moderation.
To say that trivia competitors are
eager to participate
would be a
massive
understatem e n t
w h e n
looking at
their methods
of preparation.
Throughout
campus, rooms are rented in
order for a team to gather for
the duration of the event. Snacks,
extension cords and power strips
are brought along to plug in Best
Buy-sized displays of laptops and
electronic devices. Many teams
apply speakers to the rooms in
order to hear the radio station
more clearly. Teams have even
created collections of thrift store
clothes in case action questions
prompt them to dress in costume.
Showing pride for their team,
some groups make t-shirts and
have gotten sponsored to help pay
for the costs.
The amount of effort competing teams put into a trivia contest
is difficult to understand for those
who do not choose to participate.
There is a passion about the
way many students approach the
competition. Val Neff, a supersenior who has played on “David

Lunn-Craft
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Renovations for Ormsby
Hall to address the large incoming freshman class housing crisis

and the Bell’s” since her freshman
year, spends as many hours playing trivia as she can stay awake.
When asked why she feels motivated to sacrifice sleep in order
to play, she responded, “I love
the questions that come up while
playing the game. There is a feeding of energy and passion in the
people who participate.”
The atmosphere of several students working together
to either call, find an answer
or brainstorm for the current
action question calls to academically vigorous students found in
Lawrence’s liberal arts setting
who love learning.
The model of competition
might be compared to a fifty
hour athletic match. Jam teams,
similar to defensive units, prevent other teams from scoring by
controlling the phone lines, while
teammates collaborate
to score points. The
teamwork involved
in trivia is a great
way to build relationships, but
the extremity of
over indulging in
a trivial competition impedes
studies
and other
individual
responsibilities.
Over trivia weekend,
students still
have responsibilities to uphold. The level and
dedication in which many participate is unhealthy. The teamwork
put into preparation is exciting,
but the setup of the rooms is
built around camping out, and
shutting out other activities and
obligations. Concerts frequently
occur over trivia weekend, this
year being no exception as the
Conservatory’s Wind Ensemble
and Symphonic Band perform in
the chapel on Saturday. Musicians
attending a dress rehearsal and
concert should be getting extra
sleep the night before, if possible, not spending an abundant
amount of time encased in a room
answering random questions
rather than committing to activities with more long-term goals
in mind.
With the rigorous nature of
a Lawrence student’s course load,

were also put off. Funds could be
allocated to help fix the old bathrooms and dorm rooms. There
also is the poor heating and air
system in Kohler Hall that still
does not adequately heat up the
rooms at all. I have also heard

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
Remember this?

Ramón Castellano
Lawrence University, Class of 2016
Religious Studies & Government
President, Chi Rho Honor Society – Delta Chapter
Remember when email signatures were short, informative and relevant? I’m wondering what
happened. Today, I see far less of what’s above and far more—well, far more everything.
Students today are making their email signatures into self-reflective shrines, and honestly, it
makes me wonder what values we’re cultivating here at Lawrence. Close friends of mine, colleagues I
respect, and students who are among Lawrence’s best have given up simple rules of email signature
etiquette and now seem to prefer typed egotism. It’s awful.
There was a period of time—maybe 24 hours—when even I thought about writing my signature
as a miniature resume. I mean, why not, right? As a sophomore, I was feeling pretty good about my
newly appointed positions, my sense of leadership and my desire to be successful.
But I stopped myself. I knew people would look at me as foolish—and even worse—arrogant.
Today, I notice that many students don’t feel this way. Somehow, they’ve tricked themselves into
thinking that showing more on a signature somehow means they are more professional, more accomplished or more deserving of the roles they’re privileged to have.
Lawrence, we have to tell our mistaken fellow students that they are wrong in this case. No student—not even if you’re president of three clubs—should have a signature longer than five lines. Once
you’re a full professor, chair of the department and leader of two campus initiatives, yes, by all means
write what you will. But, students, nothing we do is that relevant to our email readers.
In fact, what message are you sending, when you send a fellow student a signature that resembles your résumé? Certainly, they’re not giving you a job. And more likely than not, they already know
you do the thing you do. So, why the need to remind them? Often, there’s no reason to remind them
at all—I mean, if you’re a treasurer, does anybody really need to know?
My only conclusion is that we at Lawrence are losing our sense of modesty and our belief in
professionalism. We have become too careerist, too individualist and too interested in our own success. In seeking affirmation, we speed toward boasting, and an email signature is an important sign
that shows it.
If you see this occurring as I do, I encourage you to correct this creeping shift in Lawrence’s student culture. Politely tell your friend when their signature is offensive. Point out that they might not
need to list their minors. And check yourself, because I guarantee that long signatures will embarrass
you one day.
-All the best,
Jamie Cartwright
Lawrence University ‘14
Majors: Anthropology & Communication
Minor: Dystopian Studies
President, Concerned Students of Lawrence
Member, Mu Epsilon Nu (MEN) – Eta Zeta chapter
Entrepreneur, Stickey, LLC
Performer, Third Grade Choir at Appleton Heights Elementary School
staying up for the duration of the
fifty-hour-long trivia competition
is crazy. Walking past trivia competitors at dinner or competing
alongside their team, they move
sluggishly, taking on the lack of
expression of a zombie. When
having the ability to get rest, no
student should subject themselves to willful sleep deprivation.
It is negligent to academic studies
to stay up all night answering a
marathon of questions that do not
apply to them when it would be
more beneficial to find a healthy
balance of sleep.
Students dread staying up
late to work on an essay or test
rumors that Main Hall’s building
has foundation issues. Of course,
the money could be spread out
across all the clubs and activities
LU loves to have.
I believe this is a wonderful opportunity to raise debate

“I don’t.”
- Patrick Palines

“Snuggles!”
-Lina Rosenberg

to find the answers they need
to finish their schoolwork, but
consciously put trivia over their
health and mental sanity to win
points for their team for the sake
of competition. Approaching the
contest this way weakens students’ immune systems and sets
them up for a week of stress due
to their lack of energy to complete
class work and daily activities.
Witnessing at least a few
hours of the competition is an
experience students should not
deprive themselves of, as it is
essential to the Lawrence experience, but is not worth sacrificing an entire weekend for. Getting
amongst students. I particularly
think if Lawrence is able to raise
this much money or allocate funds
for this field, there should be more
money put into scholarships.
Many students could benefit
greatly from having extra money

“I layer up.”
- Kali Steinberg

“Lots of layers.”
-Linnea Garcia

a reasonable amount of sleep
allows students to have the energy to make the most of their time
participating and perhaps have
the energy to be more physically and mentally present in their
time engaging in trivia, providing more vivid memories than if
they were to force their eyes open
the last twelve hours of participation. Given the time, I recommend
embracing trivia, but only in moderation. Die-hard trivia players
may disagree, but playing trivia
for nearly all fifty hours is unreasonable.
to help with loans, books and student debt as a whole. There is
plenty that could be done with the
money used and it all boils down
to the question: Is the Banta Bowl
the best use of $5 million?

The opinions expressed in
this section are those of
the students, faculty and
community members who
wrote them. All facts are
as provided by the authors.
The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian
welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Tango

continued from page 8

symbol and Argentine idol of the
early 1900s. The title of the piece
roughly translates to “The day
that you love me” and encapsulates the romance and sweetness
of the music. The opening notes
shimmered, now featurin¬g not
only strings but also brass, percussion and woodwinds.
Prominent solo lines were
exchanged between violin, cello
and horn, resembling a tender
conversation between lovers. The
combination of so many different kinds of instruments and the
sentimentality of the work was
smooth, not sappy. Although the
piece lasted less than five minutes, the overall effect was quite

Specht

continued from page 3

activities.
There will be trash chutes
large enough for pizza boxes.
These chutes will take the garbage straight into the incinerators
which help power the building.
There will be several “secret
rooms”.
There will be communal bathrooms. If people choose to stay in
their rooms and not be part of the

Risdall

continued from page 10

sions of racism. However, discussing racism without any first hand
experiences of it is difficult. As a
white person, I question whether I
should even be writing this article
in the first place. Is it ethical for
me to write on a subject I can see,
but not experience? YES-that’s
what having an opinion is
To fight racism, white people must be involved, but white

Women’s B-ball
continued from page 4

Lawrence lost despite dominating the rebound battle 54-39.
It was a rough afternoon shooting
for the Vikings, as they shot just
24 percent for the game and went
1 for 14 on three-point attempts.
“A key to the game was communication, on both offense and

Men’s B-ball

continued from page 4

look out in the stands and not see
any empty seats.”
Although Grinnell added

dreamy.
The final, and apparently
most challenging, piece of the
evening was Alberto Ginastera’s
“Variaciones Concertantes, Op.
23.” Of the evening’s works, this
piece seemed the most demanding of the orchestra’s focus and
energy—looks of determination
were easy to see on performers’
faces, even from the balcony.
Ginastera wanted to emphasize the intrinsic characteristics
of the instruments and of traditional Argentine folk music in
this piece. In a sense, the sounds
of the instruments influenced
the sounds of Argentina, and the
Argentine sounds inspired the
musicians’ performances.
This opus included several
solos. Each one was long-lasting
and rather exposed, but the musi-

community, they should at least
be forced to join the crowd when
they use the bathroom. Further,
the bathrooms will have shelves to
store shower caddies and chairs
for sitting.
The basement will be
equipped with several high-tech
practice rooms, complete with
built-in recording and play-back
equipment. Also in the basement
will be a basic gym furnished with
a treadmill, elliptical, bike, dumbbells and an all-in-one weight
machine. Most importantly, the

cians performed with grace and
expressive detail under the pressure. A dramatic accent punctuated the finale of the concert. Such a
conclusive flourish seemed fitting
for the concert’s theme.
The audience was appreciative and responsive throughout
the concert, but the final rounds
of applause had even garnered
standing ovations. Though the
program was brief, it was packed
with passion and beauty.
The Lawrence Symphony
Orchestra, a larger orchestral ensemble that includes the
Chamber Orchestra musicians,
is scheduled to perform on
Sunday, Feb. 2 in the Memorial
Chapel. Given the success of last
Saturday’s performance, concertgoers are not likely to be disappointed.

basement will have two bowling
lanes.
Water fountains will be ample
and the elevator will be fast.
As long as the quad will be
torn up, we will be building a
duel-level, fully underground
parking structure under the quad.
You’re welcome.
There you have it, a residence hall in which you actually
wouldn’t mind living!
You heard it first from Specht
Pages!

people lack firsthand knowledge
of racism. (While discrimination
against white people does exist,
it doesn’t carry the same social
and historical implications as
discrimination against people of
color.) then don’t say white people
lack the experience completely…
No matter what your race, always
listen to the experiences your
friends of other races have with
racism. Everyone has a different
background and different stories.
“Human” fails to be a descriptive enough term for our species.

Broad racial categories suffer
from the same problem. “Black”
in no way summarizes everyone
who identifies as black. Lawrence
alone contains so many people
with hugely different backgrounds. Race can never explain
who a person is, but tossing aside
someone’s race to seem more
accepting is disrespectful. We
must accept people and their differences. Accepting peoplesomeone despite despite their differences isn’t accepting at all.

defense,” commented Wilkinson.
“While we did a decent job on
defense, we still need to improve
on executing our offense and finishing shots.” When asked what
a few high points of the game
were, Wilkinson responded, “Our
rebounding was good. Also, we
never gave up. When they went on
a scoring run or when we struggled to score, we fought through it
and were able to come back a little

bit, even if the final score doesn’t
show that.”
Lawrence fell to 1-7 in the
MWC and 3-10 overall. The Vikings
travel to Ripon on Wednesday, Jan.
19 before returning home to play
Knox College on Saturday, Jan. 25
at 3:00 p.m. Lawrence defeated
Knox in a nail-biter earlier this
season, 93-92.

some
garbage-time
points,
Lawrence took care of the ball and
maximized their possessions until
the final buzzer. The 111-94 win
snapped the Pioneers’ four-game
winning streak, dropping them to
11-3 (6-3 MWC). As for the Vikings

LUCC Update

(6-7, 4-4 MWC), the win provides
much-needed momentum in the
thick of the MWC schedule. They
will look for revenge at Ripon on
Tuesday, Jan. 21, before playing
host to Midwest Conference cellar
dweller Knox College on Saturday.

TERM II
WEEK 2

The next General Council meeting is Monday,
January 27th at 4:45pm in Esch-Hurvis.

LUCC General Council meetings are open
to all members of the Lawrence community! Come share your thoughts and
concerns.

visiting the LUCC page (and our blog) on
the Lawrence website! Visit us at http://
www.lawrence.edu/students/student_
life/lucc

Feel free to email LUCC with any community concerns at LUCC@lawrence.edu.
Get more information about forms, deadlines, and current announcements by

We also now have a Twitter page. Follow
us at @LUCC_Lawrence for updates!
Like our page on Facebook: Lawrence
University Community Council!
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CONGRATULATIONS to the
following seniors who were
elected to Phi Beta Kappa
during Fall Term 2013.
Madeline Bunke
Jack Dempsey
Lily Heun
Emily Hoylman
Alexander Hurlburt
Shannon Kreuser
Natalie Schermer
Helen Titchener
Michael Van De Graaff

Phi Beta Kappa is a prestigious
honor society, and being elected in
fall term is the highest honor the
Lawrence chapter can bestow.
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